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    		X-PRO X-Pect 200cc Electronic Fuel Injection Dual Sport Motorcycle with 5-Speed Manual Transmission, 14HP Engine! 19"/17" Wheels!
[X-Pect]	$1,899.95 $1,649.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Robin A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/03/2023
	I live in Florida. I ordered this bike and it was at my door in a week through R&L Carriers. My husband and I put the bike together, and I either lost the part or it was missing, but regardless, I emailed them and they shipped the part to me at no cost. You won't get better customer service than this company. I would recommend them in a heartbeat. The bike is lovely. It goes about 60 MPH which is all I need. I ride it on trails in Florida and around town and it does very nicely. The red color looks nice. My husband has a much more expensive Kawasaki enduro which cost 4 times more. I'm delighted I got this bike instead of one like his. I keep it in the garage and take very good care of it. The local mechanic shop was able to check my build and just tweaked the brakes a little for me. Amazing bike at a great price. I would buy another from this company if I needed one. PowersportsMax is the way to go! 5 stars! Great customer service, great bike, great shipping, great communications!! Just email them... they will reply!                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Rilma F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/14/2023
	Great Bike For a Beginner

Very cool bike and pretty inexpensive for how fun it is. I enjoyed "putting it together' it was very easy just handlebars and the wheels really. The seat is mad uncomfortable just FYI.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Ben D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/08/2023
	Great budget bike

I was not expecting such good quality for something that cost $1800. I put about 400 miles or so after break in and the bike is a blast to ride around town. I wouldnâ€™t take it on the highway since top speed isnâ€™t very high and the motor will be screaming. But for a beginner bike to learn and ride around town you can not get a better deal. There is the Hawk as well which is the competition but Lifans quality is subpar.                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	John V

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/22/2023
	This motorcycle was worth the money dollar for dollar. It is well built, has great pick up from a stand still and rides well on the road. Not only for a 200 cc bike with EFI it is fun to handle and has enought power for around the city and can be driven on smaller highways with no problem. Overall if you want a great bike for the price,this one is it!                    
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                     18 people found this helpful
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	baruch B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/13/2023
	Is it a bike I would take up in the mountains for serious enduro. No. Not without some upgrades for sure. But out the door for 2k is a great deal for it. Change a few cheap things out and it'll treat you right. I use it for a farm bike and it's been good to me. U need to break it in correctly tho thats key. It's a brand new motor. Treat it as such and it'll do its job. It's surprised me on some trails. 17 point sprocket, some better tires, change out the fork fluid, and regular maintenance and this bike can surprise u. Also zip tie or fasten the odometer wire to forks better. They hit spokes and mess up wire not a deal breaker. 50 cent fix.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Henry W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/01/2023
	Easy to assemble and use as a new rider. Also very fun for the power.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	mark M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/16/2023
	The bike arrived mostly assembled including the front wheel. Just had to install the handlebars and battery. I changed out the factory oil for Mobil 1, poured in some gas and it started up immediately. It has ran fine ever since and everything works as it should. Great bike for cruising around town and certainly looks more awesome than a scooter. I am really pleased with it and highly recommend it. And you can't beat the p;rice!                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	Lisa R W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/03/2023
	Have plenty of bikes in the fleet but was feeling frisky and wanted to get something for my dad for Father's day. Came shipped on a short semi. Quick delivery. Great communication from seller. Easy to piece together. Enough shipping metal around it to one protect it and two build a go kart frame with. Runs great. Valves were set correct on arrival. Make sure to drain and put real oil in bike before first use.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	denise H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	05/09/2023
	I initially had an out of the box issue but tech support helped me fix the problem and the bike runs great and is a lot of fun. Would recommend seller and product. Thanks                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	MICHAEL S Y

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/19/2023
	my husband loves this bike 1300 miles and a valave adjustment later plus a inner tube loves it rides it every daay no problem change the headlight to a brighter bulb for nite time riding. Update at 3500 miles 3 valve adjustments and spark plug with regular oil cahnges bike still runs great. so far no problems. did change out the headlight for a brighter one.                                        


                     3 people found this helpful
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	X-Pect
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
This motorcycle has been wonderful!!! I rode it everyday last summer to work and back home. No issues what so ever. Super easy to title. I didn't buy ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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